A tour through the zoo of scented widgets
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Abstract
Software developers can choose among many popular widget toolkits to build graphical user interfaces quickly. Widgets like sliders, buttons and scrollbars are widespread and well-understood by the public. They allow users to interact with the software, to trigger operations or to set parameters. It is also recognized that widgets could be enhanced to provide a better user experience. Embedded visualizations, also known as scents, could be added to standard widgets to enhance their capabilities.

In this work, we survey the literature concerning scented widgets. We propose a two-level taxonomy structured around four main dimensions: Purpose, Widget Type, Number of Scents and Scent Type, with examples of scented widgets. We also discuss our current thoughts about the scope of this survey, and call for feedback to further improve and extend the proposed taxonomy.

CCS Concepts
• Human-centered computing → Graphical user interfaces; User interface programming; Interface design prototyping; Visualization techniques; Visualization systems and tools;

1. Introduction
Widgets like buttons, sliders and text fields are essential building blocks of graphical user interfaces. They are used to trigger actions, e.g. with buttons and menus, to input data with text fields, checkboxes, and sliders, and to navigate through data, e.g. using scrollbars. Besides standard widgets, enhanced widgets are needed to support more elaborate tasks, like range sliders for dynamic queries in data visualization, and zoom and pan widgets for maps. One type of enhancements to widgets consists in showing additional information, also called scent [WHA07], to support what-if questions [CLV\textsuperscript{+}19], or to contextualize an input value, e.g. relative to the underlying data distribution. This helps to anticipate the future state of the widget, or the outcome of the related operation, at the system level. While setting a value with a vanilla slider requires the user to apply implicit knowledge, a scented slider [Eic94] may provide visual guidance, e.g. through an embedded histogram.

Data-driven decision making, in particular what-if analyses, can easily turn into a tedious trial-and-error process, unless the interface is designed to help the user anticipate the outcome of his actions, for example by augmenting widgets with visual feedforward information [CLV\textsuperscript{+}19]. The seminal work of Willett et al. [WHA07] provides guidance for the design of scented widgets as well as many examples. In this work, we initiate a reflection on scented widgets, attempt to classify them and provide a preliminary visual browser to help navigate existing literature on this topic. We hope that this will evolve into an established taxonomy of scented widgets, motivate further research and guide visualization designers.

2. Search Methodology and Data Collection
We collected relevant papers based on the PRISMA methodology for systematic literature reviews [PMB\textsuperscript{+}21]. For the sake of reproducibility, the search strategy, including detailed query specification, website filters, query formulation and data extraction methods is documented in the supplementary material. We searched in IEEE Xplore, ACM digital library, Wiley online library, Springer, Science Direct and Sage Journals. The search resulted in 5,428 distinct papers and was iteratively reduced to 76 papers. We used a two-step screening process: 1) an automatic screening, matching query phrases in the title, abstract and author-provided keywords, resulting in 392 papers; 2) a manual screening by two coders, completed by peer debriefing [Jan15] with a third coder to resolve disagreements, finally keeping 23 papers. We added 37 papers based on a partial snowballing search, and another 16 papers based on a Google Scholar search. The final corpus of 76 papers was analyzed one by one to elicit the proposed preliminary taxonomy.

3. Preliminary Dimensions
We propose to organize widgets as an inverted 2-level tree [Ras05]. In the first level, we categorize widgets according to their purpose, their type, the number of scents and the type of scent they carry.

3.1. Purpose of Scented Widgets
Often starting from a standard widget, the visualization researcher wants to display an additional piece of information in the form
of a scent, as explained by Willet et al. [WHA07]. Inspired by the interaction taxonomy of Yi et al. [YKSJ07] and the task taxonomy of Brehmer et al. [BM13], we identify various purposes for scenting a widget. A scent may be used for enhanced filtering [Eic94] or enhanced selection [HAW08]. Displaying a histogram on top of a slider is a case in point [LBS*03]. Scented widgets may also aim to provide a state preview [DMB22], typically by displaying feedforward information to anticipate the future state of the system [CLV*19]. Scented widgets can also support collaborative decision making, for example by decorating widgets with awareness cues [HG03] or by using custom visualizations to indicate the interface state for other team members [HSR*18]. Scented widgets are also used to mitigate bias [GSC16], where the scent helps to contextualize user actions, thus preventing bias. Multiple scented sliders can also help to solve multi-objective optimization problems, for example by allowing the user to specify preferences [LNC*18,AT11]. Finally, scents can support query formulation. Examples include previews of search query results [QGDA13], selection via query relaxation [HAW08] and partial satisfaction of queries [OCSF12].

3.2. Type of Widget

Categorizing widgets by type can help designers to narrow down the search space to a specific kind of widgets. While there are more complete taxonomies related to widget types [WSI06], we extract only the ones which are more commonly scented. Typically, sliders are often scented with a histogram on top, depicting the underlying data distribution [NZSG03, DCCW08, TBJ15]. Buttons [CWEK13], lists [STM17], textual inputs [SHKC20] are also scented frequently. When classical widgets are not enough, or the need is specific, custom widgets need to be created such as concentric sliders [OCSF12], interactive legends [RLP10], widgets to query temporal data [HR97] or responsive matrix cells [HBS*21].

3.3. Number of Scents

When user action may be guided by multiple considerations, the designer may be tempted to display multiple scents on the same widget, without harming the usability of the widget. For example, this may arise in the context of multi-criteria decision making or multi-objective optimization. Categorizing widgets by the number of scents will help the interested designer to identify possible design strategies in prior work. We distinguish widgets enhanced with one scent [Eic94] from those having 2+ scents [LNC*18, HSR*18].

3.4. Type of Scent

Scents come in various forms depending on the type of information needed by the user. Widgets have been scented with images [DMB22], histograms [Eic94], line plots, scatterplots [CK03] and heatmaps [SDMT16] (see examples in Figure 1). Glyphs are also common. For instance, Vismon [BMPM12] uses small triangles as landmarks for saved scenarios along the range of a slider. Scenting a widget with custom visualizations may also be necessary. In Weightlifter [PSTW*17] for instance, sliders are augmented with a custom-built visualizations showing multiple scents in order to visualize and manipulate weights in a ranking problem. Finally, some work use dynamic scents. For instance, Sneak Pique [SHKC20] displays different scents next to a textual input based on the text that is entered: a textual input such as “Show me cases in” will display a map and a calendar as possible scents. Refining the text will further narrow down the options.

4. Visual Literature Browser

To ease the access to papers related to scented widgets, we provide an online visual browser, adapted from the SentimentVis Browser [KPK18], and structured according to the proposed categorization. https://vis-surveys.list.lu/scented-widgets.

5. Discussion and Future Work

While screening the literature, determining inclusion and exclusion criteria is a non-trivial iterative process. We also revisited some papers several times. Drawing the line between a scented widget, especially the custom-built ones, and a standard interactive visualization is sometimes difficult. Even standard widgets are in principle a form of visualization. Color choosers, for instance, meet the common definition of a scented widget [WHA07]. But, we decided to exclude them as they are part of standard widget toolkits. Also, we limited the scope of this preliminary work to standard personal computer environments. Widgets have been explored in other environments, e.g. Augmented and Virtual Reality, on touch-enabled computer environments. Widgets have been explored in other environments, e.g. Augmented and Virtual Reality, on touch-enabled computer environments. Widgets have been explored in other environments, e.g. Augmented and Virtual Reality, on touch-enabled computer interfaces. These can possibly be scented too. We also excluded solutions using non-visual perception channels, e.g., audio-based feedforward. In the future, we plan to extend the proposed taxonomy and survey of scented widgets, based on community feedback.
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